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Foreword
Marg Rogers and I met while undertaking our PhDs
and lecturing at the University of New England,
Armidale. While our research topics and methods
differed, we shared a common commitment to listen
to and raise unheard voices in research. Marg’s
research with children within Australian Defence
Force families brought children’s voices, insights
and perceptions of their everyday experiences,
including separation, and the resulting impacts
on them to the fore. These include heightened
emotional states coupled with outbursts of sadness
and anger; physical regressions in toileting and
sleep patterns; social and emotional withdrawal
and anxiety; cognitive regressions, and reduced
concentration spans. Children can feel isolated and
alone. The findings from Marg’s ground-breaking
Australian research underpin this book, ‘What do
you do when you miss your parent? Rachael’s story’,
which explores children’s everyday experiences of
separation and their resilience when their parents
work away from home.
Across Australia, and globally, young children
experience separation as an everyday aspect of their
lives. In this book we follow Rachael, whose mother, a
firefighter, often works away for prolonged periods.
Rachael asks her friends about how they feel when
their parents work away. We hear from children
of harvesters, resource sector workers, drivers,
volunteers and tour guides. The children talk about
their feelings and the diverse and often joyful ways
they connect with their absent parents. This book
validates the experience of separation for children

whose parents work away. Children experiencing
separation will benefit from seeing, hearing and
connecting to the experiences of others and know
they are not alone.
This book also reveals the significance of
extended family, community and social networks,
communication and connection as protective factors
for children’s and families’ resilience. The coping and
connecting strategies illustrated in the children’s
stories offer explicit resilience-building examples for
children, families, educators, family workers, social
workers and others working with and supporting
children.
Just as Rachael questions children about how
they feel when their parent works away and
how they keep themselves busy and cope, so too
might parents, family workers, social workers and
educators. Importantly these questions may lead
to further conversations and thinking about what it
might feel like for others experiencing separation,
building empathy, connection and community.
Marg’s commitment to sharing and validating young
children’s experiences is evidenced throughout this
book. I commend and congratulate her for sharing
her expertise and producing such a valuable resource
to support children’s and families’ resilience and
wellbeing.
Dr Lisa Sonter
Director Pedagogy and Practice Projects
Lady Gowrie Queensland

Characters

Harry

Rachael

Harry’s Mum

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

playing piano,
photographing sunsets

motorbikes and
puppets

playing saxophone
and country dancing

Dylan

Dylan’s Mum

Alana

Enjoys:

Enjoys:
Scrabble and pottery

Enjoys:

sheep farming and
working dogs

scrapbooking and
playing the xylophone

Harry’s Step-Father
Enjoys:
playing the trumpet and
New Vogue dancing

Alana’s
Grandma
Enjoys:
riding her bike and
woodwork

Codi

Codi’s Dad

Sally

Jake

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

cricket and billycarts

beaches and painting

birds and
playing ukulele

playing violin and
drums

Luka

Luka’s Dad

Emir

Kaylee

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

Enjoys:

trainsets and cooking

fire twirling and
metal work

climbing trees and
insects

designing bridges,
maps

N.B. These books show a number of Australian insects and spiders. The harmless spiders are inside the
characters’ houses as a way to help children and adults identify and discuss them.

Our teacher asked us to do some
more research about parents’ work.
My twin brother Harry did a project
presentation about families where a
parent works away.
I like finding out about
people’s stories. So,
I have asked Harry’s
friends, “How do you
feel when your parent
works away? How do
you cope?”

Dylan’s Mum and her partner, Rob, work on their property at
home. His older brothers also help out. During harvest time,
Dylan hardly sees them.

Dylan sometimes feels
lonely during harvest, but
he knows it will be over in
a few weeks.
It seems like a very long
time. He knows his family
still love him, even when
they are very busy.

To help cheer himself up, Dylan
draws some pictures for his Mum
of the new lambs. He hangs the
drawings on the fridge for a
surprise. Then he sets the table and
makes a snack for her to eat when
she comes home.

Dylan is asleep by then, but
when he wakes up he finds a
note to say ‘Thanks XXX. Great
drawings!’

Alana’s Mum works in the surgery
next door to their house. For three
weeks a year, Alana’s mother works
as a volunteer overseas.

When Alana is staying with Grandma while her mother
is away, they go to the dam most days. Grandma lets
Alana use her phone to take some photos of the dam.
Alana sends the photos to Mum in a message.

Grandma takes Alana to the shop to get the photos
printed. At home, Grandma shows Alana how to
scrapbook the photos. When they are finished, Alana
photographs the pages and sends them to Mum.

A week later, a postcard
arrives from Mum to say
how much she enjoyed
looking at the scrapbook
pages with all the labels and
decorations. She looks at it every night
before she goes to bed.

Codi’s Dad is a truck driver in an underground
mine. He works away for ten days at a time.
Codi really misses his Dad when he is away.
Mum lets him ring Dad for a chat at night.
Codi gets cranky when Dad misses seeing him
in the school assembly and at his Saturday
morning cricket matches.

To help out, Mum
always takes a video
of the cricket match.
That night, she and
Codi upload the match
highlights and email
them to Dad.

Then Dad, Larry and Steve send
through links to their favourite
videos of famous cricket moments
for Codi and Mum to watch.

Back at the dongas, Dad
loves getting the videos.
Larry, Steve and Dad
all watch it on Dad’s
computer. They ring Codi
to give him an ‘in-depth
match analysis’ over
a video call (and a
beer).

Sally and Jake’s Dad stays at home four days a week. This means he
can look after them while Mum is on Absence from Home in the Navy.
Then three days a week he goes to work in the city as a safety officer.

Sometimes, Sally misses her Dad
when she is in preschool, but she
knows he is coming back to pick
her up in the afternoon.
When she is missing her Dad, she
tries to help the younger children.
She helps them build a big block
house and gives them some
cuddles just in case they are
missing their parents too.

She even cuddles her brother, Jake.

When they get home, a parcel is waiting for them
from Mum who is overseas. Inside the parcel, her
card says she loved the fruitcake they sent. They
try to think of something else to post to her. Dad
suggests Anzac biscuits.
Sally draws a picture of the big block house she
built at preschool to include in the next parcel.

Luka’s Mum is a train
driver. She works away
most weeks.

Luka and his Dad go to visit Grandpa and Nana’s farm
when Mum is away for a week. His grandparents help
to cheer him up by keeping him busy.
Mum messages Luka and Dad to say she is sick of
motel food and can’t wait to come home.

When Luka is at the farm he collects some
eggs. He also picks some flowers and
vegetables to take home to Mum.
Before she gets home, Luka and Dad make
her favourite dish, vegetable omelette. Mum
is very impressed and says it is the best food
she has had all week.

Emir’s Dad is a oil rig worker.
He is away for many months
at a time.

Emir works
hard in the
community
garden with his
cousin because
he enjoys it. He
also wants to
be able to show
Dad what he has
done when he
gets home.

Emir loves to talk about the garden when
he has online chats with Dad during the
week. He sends Dad photos of the garden
each week and Dad messages back to say
he thinks Emir is doing a great job.

He and his cousin go to the school library
to find some more books about growing
vegetables.
Emir feels close to his Dad when he is
gardening even when Dad is so far away.
They talk about planting a flower garden,
and start to draw some designs.

Kaylee’s Dad works as a cultural tour
guide. He is away for a week or two at
a time.

When Dad is away, Kaylee keeps herself
busy by working on her Australian
plants and animals eBook with the
new pictures from Dad. There are two
new plants, four insects, one spider,
two birds, three lizards and one snake
to add. She searches online to find
information, but can only find some
species. Her big sister suggests she also
tries the library.

At the town library she finds some more books on native animals and
plants. Her Dad’s partner, Pete, also suggests she contacts the local
park rangers to see what information they have.

So, do your parents work away?
If so, what do you do to keep busy
when they are away?
How do you cheer yourself up?
What do you like to do together when
they come back home?

I want to know because my mum works
away, too. She is a firefighter. She works
away for days, weeks or months at a time.

I go to the park when I am missing my Mum
and I am worried about her safety. We spend
lots of time there as a family when she is
home, so it is a place where I feel close to her.
I ring her when I get home that night.

Her work days are long and difficult, so she says she
enjoys hearing my voice at the end of each day.

I decided to sew Mum a laundry bag so
she has something from me to take away
next time.
My step-Dad, Frank, says I am a big help
to Mum when I keep in contact with her.
It is funny to think that Mum needs me. I
think of her as being so strong.

Frank says ‘We all need
to love and support each
other, especially when one
of us is away’.

Questions

Besides
fighting fires,
firefighters carry
out a range of activities.
What are they and what do
they involve?

What is the history of
Anzac biscuits? What were
they used for?

How are Anzac biscuits different
to Hard Tack (which was used in
ration packs during wars)? What
else has it been used for?

Firefighters need many
support people at the control
station. What are some of the
jobs these people do?

What do frilled neck lizards eat? How do they
reproduce? Where do they live in Australia?

How do you become a train driver? What are some of
the very long train trips you can do in your state or
territory? What types of goods do trains carry in your
state or territory?

How was this research-based eBook written?
The static eBook was written using research data collected with defence families, as well as professional
experience and other research. The original research project was titled ‘Young children’s understandings and
experiences of parental deployment within an Australian Defence Force (ADF) family’ (Rogers, 2017).

eBook research
question
How can the use of an
eBook assist children to
build their knowledge and
understanding of practical
ways to keep themselves
busy when their parent
works away? How can a
book support children to
discover ways to strengthen
their relationship with their
absent parent?

eBook research statement
This eBook was designed to build children’s
resilience by exploring:
•

children’s common emotional responses to
parents working away,

•

practical ways children can keep themselves
busy when their parent works away,

•

various ways children can communicate with
their absent parent,

•

joint projects parents and children can work on,
despite being physically distant,

•

the ways joint project work creates topics for
the child and parent to talk about, and

•

the excitement joint projects create ensuring the
project moves forward.

In this book, children learn about how some children
feel when their parent works away. They also find
out about ways children can keep busy when their
parent works away, through activities such as
gardening, sharing their extra-curricular activities,
research, scrapbooking, cooking, and helping
out. The book demonstrates many ways children
communicate with the parent who is away, using
physical mail, messages, emails and through shared
videos and photos. Many types of joint projects
between the child and the parent are explored.
These projects provide opportunities to work
together, both face-to-face and remotely. They also
provide conversation topics and a shared source of
learning and joy.

What the literature and research says
This book explores a number of themes identified in the author’s thesis
entitled ‘Young Children’s Understanding and Experiences of Deployment
within an ADF Family’ and later research. These themes include:

Protective factors

Communications

Grandparents and other extended
family, educators, friends, family
workers, organisations, community
and social networks can all provide
a buffer to families experiencing
stress when parents work away
(Rogers-Baber, 2017). This type of
buffer can help protect children from
some of the risk factors associated
with their environment (Grace et. al.,
2016). Siblings often provide a lot of
emotional and physical support for
each other in times of stress (RogersBaber, 2017).

To assist with family cohesion,
families with one parent working
away use a variety of communication
methods depending on access
and convenience. The ability to
communicate regularly provides
much needed emotional support
to family members who are away
(Meredith et. al., 2014). Videoconferencing software, messaging
services, emails and other
communication technology provide
other ways to connect, despite
missed events such as sporting
matches, concerts and celebrations.
Connecting with children through
video and shared photos helps
them to celebrate their life and
achievements wherever their parents
are. It is also important for the athome parent to share their life with
the parent who is absent in a similar
way.
Making parcels to send to the parent
who is away can be very exciting
for children. This can help avoid the
absent parent feeling neglected
which can occur when communication
is poor, according to the Defence

Community Organisation (2014).
Frequent, positive communication
also supports family cohesion. This
is especially so if the absent parent
is experiencing difficulties with
issues such as ‘excess travel time,
difficult conditions… poor housing
and accommodation arrangements,
and time away from … family’
(Guerin, 2009, p. 14-15). The absent
parent may also be experiencing
fatigue, decreased memory and
concentration, poor sleep routines,
higher alcohol intake, higher anxiety
and depressive symptoms (Pirotta,
2009). In turn, it is important that the
absent parent understands that the
at-home parent may be experiencing
similar problems, but for different
reasons. This understanding will
foster effective, open communication
and family cohesion (Rogers, 2020).

Role transitions
Role transitions have a major impact on families who have a
parent who regularly works away (Kaczmarek & Sibbel, 2008;
Meredith et al., 2014). Praising children about their maturity
when they take on new jobs is important because this fosters
relationships and a sense of pride in the child. The returning
parent needs to negotiate roles sensitively when they return
home to avoid misunderstandings and hurt feelings on both
sides (Bowling & Sherman, 2008; Rogers, 2017). This is also the
case for parental roles (Kaczmarek & Sibbel, 2008) because
learning to co-parent again is a delicate partner dance to
learn after dancing solo. The at-home parent may be used to
working by themselves and forget they are a team again. They
may even be reluctant to give up some of the control they had
when their spouse was away. The returned parent might want
everything to be exactly as it was before, despite the children
having matured and their spouse having developed new coping
strategies. It is a very challenging time that requires patience,
compromise and good communication (Rogers, 2017). This
reintegration period is the time families need most support
(Bowling & Sherman, 2008).
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